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Integrated Labeling Solutions

Here at ID Technology we manufacture a wide range of 
pressure sensitive labeling equipment - from stand alone 
applicators to fully integrated systems.

This eBook is intended to show our product line of LSI 
by ID Technology integrated systems and the kinds of 
labeling applications they can handle.

New to the product line is the i-Series of simple 
competitively priced labeling systems, usually available 
for fast delivery.

LSI by ID Technology labeling systems are built in the 
USA in our manufacturing facilities in Ft. Worth, Texas 
and Oakland, New Jersey. 

If you don’t see exactly what you need, don’t worry. We 
specialize in customized labeling solutions and we can 
build a system just for you.
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i-Series Labeling Systems

The i-Series is a collection of simple, well engineered labeling systems; designed to be easy 
to use and easy to setup and maintain, all at a very competitive cost with quick delivery.

While many LSI by ID Technology labeling systems are custom built, we’ve made it a point 
to keep the i-Series as standard as possible, with an option set that allows them to be ideal 
for a lot of real life applications. 

Your application demands a more customized solution? No problem, we’ll be happy to build 
that for you too. 

LSI by ID Technology Model 1500i

The 1500i is designed to be able to label round containers at output speeds of up to 60 per 
minute. The machine consists of study steel (painted or stainless) conveyor, an optional 
spacing wheel, ST1000 labeling head and label wrap station. 

If variable data (such as date or lot codes) needs to be printed on the label, our 32d 
thermal transfer overprinter or our Macsa iCON laser coder can be specified. 

LSI by ID Technology Model 1800i

We’ve designed the 1800i to be able to apply 
labels to the bottom, or top & bottom, of 
products at up to 120 products per minute 
- perfect for labeling food and other products 
packed in clamshells and many other package 
types. 

The Model 1800i consists of sturdy mounting 
(painted or stainless steel) with twin conveyor, 
and one or two ST1000 labeling heads.

For printing variable data on the labels,  
our thermal transfer overprinter can  
be specified. 

Coding Options

iCON laser coder (1500i only)

32d thermal transfer overprinter. 
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SERIES 40 LABELING HEAD
The Series 40 is our Performance line of 
stepper motor driven label applicators. Series 
40 includes models that accommodate 5” and 
7” web widths, 12” or 16” diameter unwind 
rolls and user adjustable dispense speeds up 
to 1,200” of label web per minute (1,800” per 
minute with high torque motor and powered 
rewind).

SERIES 45 LABELING HEAD
The Series 45 uses the Series 40 head 
with the addition of an OEM print engine 
to provide label printing capabilities.

The Series 45 can be used as a stand 
alone label printer applicator or it can be 
built into an integrated labeling system.

Series 45 head on Model 1600 Labeling SystemST1000 LABEL APPLICATOR 
Model ST1000 is a full featured label applicator 
with variable speed motor that achieves speeds up 
to 1,000 inches of label web per minute. Like other 
ID Technology engineered equipment, the Model 
ST1000 label applicator has a modular, simple, user 
friendly design that sets this label applicator above 
the competition.

ST1000 can be built with wipe, tamp or blow 
applicators. 

Labeling Heads

ST1000 Tamp and Blow Versions
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Round Containers
MODEL 301 SEMI AUTOMATIC 
Standard design machine to apply pre-printed wrap around labels on a 
variety of round bottle sizes (1” OD to 6” OD). 

The system has an adjustable, horizontal roller fixture to hold bottles as 
they lay on their side. A powered roller rotates the bottle in the roller 
fixture as the label is dispensed. The labeler uses the ST1000 Labeling 
Head. This labeling head can handle label widths up to 5”. 

The application cycle is triggered via operator foot pedal. Other triggering 
devices (dual finger switches) and safety enhancements (guarding, light 
curtain) are available as options. A wide label version (the 401) is also 
available for labels up to 7 inches wide. 

MODEL 1500 WRAP SYSTEM
A system for wrap labeling a variety of round bottles that travel standing upright 
on their natural bottom.  Labeling is done with products in motion, as they travel 
into the wrap station.

The base machine features a low friction Rex-type table-top 
chain conveyor (continuous motion) on a painted steel base 
frame.  The labeling head is an apply-only model (either the 
ST1000 or the Model 40) mounted on a 3-axis assembly 
attached to the base frame. 

Basic product handling components include a product spacing 
device (either a Spacer Wheel, Dual Spacer Belts or Timing 
Screw) and an in-line wrap station with high friction belt and 
an adjustable back-up plate. A variety of optional features can 
be added to the system to add printing, inspection and reject 
capabilities.  The Model 1500 can be configured with several 
levels of machine controls. 
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MODEL 4200 HORIZONTAL TRUNNION
This is a specialty design system for wrap labeling round products or tubes. Typically used 
to wrap label products that do not stand upright on their normal bottom (as can be done 
on the Model 1500).  Products lay horizontally across the system conveyor. The conveyor 
is a trunnion roller design that features individual roller pockets. Conveyor motion can 
be either continuous or intermittent.  Tube-like products lay in the roller pockets. The 
labeling head (LSI Model 40) is mounting above the conveyor on a 2-
axis mounting assembled attached to the system base frame. A wrap 
station is also mounted over the conveyor. The powered wrap belt 
rotates each product in the roller pocket during label dispense (in a 
similar fashion to the operation of the Model 1500 wrap station).

MODEL 4570 HORIZONTAL STARWHEEL
A specialty design system used for wrap labeling of small vial type 
products. The system design does not have a conveyor to transport 
the products. Products are captured in a horizontal starwheel for 
labeling. The starwheel is intermittent motion via an indexing drive 
(continuous motion can be provided as an alternative).  Products 
are chute feed to the starwheel. The chute is commonly a dual rail 
design to “hang” vial from under the cap or shoulder. This labeler 
can be placed at the discharge of a mono-block filler or a bowl 
feeder. A sufficient product backlog in the infeed chute ensures 
that there is sufficient back pressure to insert each product into 
the starwheel pocket. A wrap roller will spin the product in the 
pocket for label application. Allen Bradley controls are standard. 
Inspection and reject features are common options.
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MODEL 4580 VERTICAL STARWHEEL
This system is a variation on the Model 4570 design. It uses a vertically oriented 
starwheel in place of the horizontal design on the 
4570. 

The 4580 can be built as a simple benchtop version 
for lower volume applications, up to fully integrated 
pharma labeling systems, with sophisticated controls 
and inspection systems. 

The infeed chute holds tube shaped products laying 
on their side. Products roll down the chute to the 
starwheel where the label is accurately wrapped 
around the product. 

MODEL 4580 FOR AUTO INJECTOR PENS
This 4580 labeling was custom designed for a major pharmaceutical contract packager.
Products are automatically taken from the conveyor, placed into the starwheel for labeling and 
placed back on the conveyor when finished.

The system includes both laser and TTO coding and a full Cognex inspection system. 
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Top/Bottom Labeling

MODEL 1300 TOP PANEL LABELING SYSTEM
A general system design that provides top panel labeling on a variety of products. Top panel  label application 
can be accomplished in different ways; by synchronized wipe, pneumatic tamp, pneumatic tamp/blow, etc., 
depending on the application details.  

The system can be use with an apply only or a print & apply labeling head. The base machine features a low 
friction Rex-type table-top chain conveyor (continuous motion) on a painted steel base frame. Other conveyor 
styles (belted) and sizes are available.  Basic product handling components could include a product spacing 
device (either a Spacer Wheel, Dual Spacer Belts). A variety of optional features can be added to the system 
to add printing, inspection and reject capabilities.  Base controls could be as simple as Tier 1 design but can be 
upgraded.

MODEL 1800 BOTTOM PANEL LABELING SYSTEM
A specialty design machine for bottom labeling for a variety of product sizes/types. System features a dual 
conveyor layout (can be end-to-end or side-by-side split belt type) on a painted steel base frame. An apply 
only labeling head is mounted under the conveyor on a 2-axis mounting assembly attached to the base 
frame.

MODEL 1800 TOP/BOTTOM LABELING SYSTEM
The model 1800 can also be built with an additional labeling head 
to allow top and bottom labeling.
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Side Panel Labeling
MODEL 376 SEMIAUTOMATIC TAMP LABELER
Semi automatic machine to apply pre-printed labels to a single panel of a product. The system 
includes the ST1000 Labeling Head with a pneumatic tamp applicator. A simple product fixture is 
used to locate the product under the tamp applicator. The application cycle is triggered via operator 
foot pedal. Other triggering devices (dual finger switches) and safety enhancements (guarding, light 
curtain) are available as options.

MODEL 1200 SIDE PANEL LABELING SYSTEM
A general system design that provides side panel labeling on a variety of products. Side panel label application 
can be accomplished in different ways; by synchronized wipe, pneumatic tamp, or by  tack and wrap. The system 
can be use with an apply-only or a print & apply labeling head.  The base machine features a low friction Rex-
type table-top chain conveyor (continuous motion) on a painted steel base frame. The labeling head is mounted 
on a 2-axis assembly attached to the base frame.  Basic  product handling 
components include a product spacing device (either a Spacer Wheel, Dual 
Spacer Belts or Timing Screw), a powered top hold down belt (synchronized 
to the conveyor) and/or an in-line wrap station with high friction belt  an 
adjustable back-up plate.  A variety of optional features can be added to the 
system to provide printing & inspection functionality.

MODEL 1600 FRONT & BACK LABELING SYSTEM
A labeling system for simultaneous front and back panel labeling on a variety 
of product types. Products travel standing upright on their natural bottom 
on a continuous motion conveyor.  The base machine features a low friction 
Rex-type table-top chain conveyor (standard is 4.5” wide) on a painted steel base frame.  There are two (2) apply-
only labeling heads (Model 40) mounted on a 2-axis assembly attached to the base frame.  Basic product handling 
components include a product spacing device (either a Spacer Wheel, Dual Spacer Belts or Timing Screw), a powered 
top hold down belt (synchronized to the conveyor). An in-line wrap station with adjustable back-up plate can be added 
as an option feature. A variety of optional features can be added to the system for printing, inspection and reject 
capabilities.  Base controls are Tier 2 design but can be upgraded - see controls page. 
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Pharmaceutical Track/Trace

PHARMACEUTICAL SERIALIZATION
The Drug Quality and Security Act was signed into law in 2014 and one of the 
provisions is to set up a serialization and traceability system for pharmaceutical 
products.

ID Technology has designed a range of labeling equipment to carry out serializa-
tion on pharma products. These systems are usually sold in partnership with 
integrators such as Systech. 

Serialization applies to all levels of pharma packaging, unit, bundle, 
case and pallet. 
ID Technology can provide solutions for each of these applications. 
The printing technology is most likely to be TTO or laser for unit 
packages, with thermal transfer for bundles, cases and pallets. 
See our article on Labeling News for more info

Model 1220 for labeling aggregated bundles 

Allen-Bradley controls
Systech system reads all the unit barcodes and assigns the units to 
the bundle
Bundle label (with 2D barcode) printed and applied to bundle
Inspection of bundle label - only good product allowed to continue 
to the next operation

Includes interface and camera mounts for Systech system

http://www.labelingnews.com/2013/12/enabling-pharmaceutical-traceability/
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Overprinting

THERMAL TRANSFER OVERPRINTER
Digital printer that allows variable data such as date/lot codes and barcodes to be 
printed onto the label. 
Uses familiar thermal transfer technology and is set to print while the label is stationary, 
between products. 
LSI by ID Technology uses the Compact 32d printer as standard, but other models are 
available.

HOT STAMP OVERPRINTER
Mechanical printer, often used to print date/lot codes onto 
labels. 
Fast, but uses engraved type characters that need to be 
switched out for each job. While mechanical hot stamp 
printers have been largely replaced by digital technologies, 

LASER CODER
Digital laser system that can print variable data such as date/lot codes and 
barcodes onto labels. Zero consumables and low maintenance can make laser 
coding a compelling solution. 

ID Technology’s iCON is a great option for this application - other models are also 
available for more demanding applications. 
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Controls

Our labeling systems can be provided with a number of 
different control packages, for both the labeling heads 
and the complete system.

Our labeling heads are all PLC controlled, a simple 
Panasonic is used in the ST1000 head and the Series 
40 has a number of choices, from Keyence and Allen-
Bradley.

LSI by ID Technology offers two levels of machine 
controls:

Tier 2 Controls

The drive controller for each of the machine drives is 
located in a steel cabinet. There is a separate digital 
controller for each motor.

Tier 4 Controls

Tier 4 is ID Technology’s most sophisticated drive 
solution, using Allen-Bradley Powerflex drive 
controllers. Adding a system PLC to the Tier 4 solution, 
allows all the Powerflex motor controls to be controlled 
from a single system HMI.

System PLC and HMI

Adding a Micrologix 1400 PLC to the labeling 
system allows communication to the labeling 
head PLC over Ethernet giving control of all the 
system functionality from a single central HMI.

The system PLC also provides communication 
capabilities to integrate with line controls or 
other external systems. 

The system HMI provides the interface for the 
operator to control all the machine functions. 
Pro Mach has standardized on PackML for 
machine control standards which ensures a 
consistent interface and reduced training time if 
you have other PackML compliant equipment. 

Product recipes improve your equipment OEE 
(Overall Equipment Efficiency) by ensuring fast 
product changeovers as well as well as including 
advanced diagnostics. 

Model 1500 with Tier 4 controls and system HMI

Tier 2 Panel                                                         Tier 4 Panel with Allen-Bradley PLC

Allen-Bradley HMI
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Fast Changeover

Improving Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE) of packaging machinery is a goal in many organizations. 
Since downtime caused by product changeovers is a part of the OEE calculation, there is always 
pressure to minimize the time needed to get the next job up and running. 

LSI by ID Technology labeling systems are engineered to be easy to operate and quick to set up. We 
have ensured that the number of adjustments and changing of parts is kept to a minimum. Even so 
there are often adjustments that need to be made when switching your packaging line from one 
container to another.

Our Quick Changeover Package keeps downtime to a minimum when changing to the next product 
size. 

What’s Included?

Change parts (if included) clearly identified

Every adjustment point is clearly and uniquely identified in bright orange

All adjustments have a scale or gauge to ensure repeatability 

Recipes for Fast Changeover

When a labeling system uses a system PLC and HMI, things are even better. Our system is recipe driven 
so a supervisor can save the settings for every product and give them a meaningful name. When 
recalling the settings from the recipe menu, all of the electronic parameters are set automatically and 
the mechanical settings are clearly displayed.

The display guides the operator around the machine using the orange markers on each adjustment 
point. By following the order of settings shown in the recipe, the next job can be set and running as 
quickly as possible. 

Recipe screens for quick changeover
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ID Technology is the leading manufacturer and 
integrator of labeling, coding and marking equipment, 
peripherals, supplies and service. 

With a wide range of products and services coupled 
with experienced and knowledgeable product 
specialists, ID Technology can satisfy all your product 
identification requirements.

ID Technology 
2051 Franklin Drive, Fort Worth, TX76106 
888.438.3242       www.idtechnology.com

Label Converting Plants:

Texas 
California 
Wisconsin 
Ontario, Canada 
New Hampshire 
Georgia

Videos

Videos of our labeling systems

© ID Technology All rights reserved.

How Can We Help You?

Labeling systems can be sophisticated pieces of equipment with 
many permutations of options. 

To ensure you get the help you need in finding the perfect labeling 
system for your business, contact ID Technology today and we’ll get 
you in touch with one of our labeling specialists, right in your area.

With six label printing plants, two equipment manufacturing facilities 
and sales/service coverage across North American and the resources 
of Pro Mach, we are ready to be your partner.

Is your business powered by Pro Mach?

http://www.idtechnology.com
http://www.labelingsystems.com/videos/

